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EDITORIAL

F
or the Islamic State, which claimed responsibility

for Monday night’s suicide attack in Manchester

that left at least 22 people dead and 59 injured, all

those who were present at the city’s main indoor arena

to attend Ariana Grande’s concert were inidels. All of

them were just innocent teenagers and the blast hit

them when they were leaving after the concert. It is a fa-

miliar story. Over the past three years, terrorists have

repeatedly struck Western cities, massacring unarmed

civilians, including children. Be it the Bataclan theatre

in Paris, the Brussels airport or the Manchester Arena,

terror has aimed to unleash maximum panic and

thereby create divisions in societies, challenge the pub-

lic’s faith in their institutions and trigger ethnic, racial

or religious tensions. So when in a statement issued on

the Internet the IS boasts of killing and injuring “100

crusaders” in Manchester, it is actually trying to hard-

sell its world view of a “holy war” between the two

largest faiths. Investigators are yet to conirm the IS

link. But the exact ailiation of the perpetrator may be

immaterial to groups such as the IS and al-Qaeda, which

have contracted out their violent, polarising ideology to

extremist cells and individuals across the world. The

British government has, wisely, refused to play ball so

far. In a strong message delivered from Downing Street,

Prime Minister Theresa May has hailed the spirit of Bri-

tain, which “through years of conlict and terrorism has

never been broken and will never be broken”.

The attack, the irst major terror strike in 12 years in

the country, raises daunting challenges for the U.K.

Over the past 18 months alone, British intelligence agen-

cies, deemed to be among the best in terms of resources

and eiciency, have reportedly thwarted at least 12 ter-

rorist plots. Still, the 22-year-old Salman Abedi, a British

national of Libyan origin, slipped of their radar,

entered the Arena complex and detonated an impro-

vised bomb at its foyer. While more details about Abedi

are yet to emerge, there are already questions about

how he got his hands on an improvised bomb small

enough to conceal in a belt or behind a vest. For Britain,

this is going to be a long ight with no quick ixes on the

cards. Hundreds of British nationals had travelled to

Syria, a country that is being bombed by the U.K., the

U.S. and several other countries, to join the IS over the

past three years. Many of them came back, and with the

IS under growing pressure in Syria and Iraq many more

battle-hardened men could return, aggravating the situ-

ation. While Britain has raised its threat level to critical

in the aftermath of the attack, a longer-term challenge

for the political and community leadership is to ind a

way to address the challenge of radicalism. 

Horror in Manchester 
The attack highlights the daunting challenge

of reversing Islamic State-driven radicalisation 

T
here are two issues that are pertinent about the

commendation awarded to Major Leetul Gogoi of

the Army’s 53 Rashtriya Riles. The irst relates to

the timing — it was conferred on him by Army chief Gen-

eral Bipin Rawat before a Court of Inquiry has con-

cluded its probe into his role in the use of a human

shield during the Srinagar Lok Sabha election on April

9. Without casting any doubt whatsoever about Major

Gogoi’s “sustained eforts in counter-insurgency opera-

tions”, it is impossible but to conclude that the timing of

the award sends a truly unfortunate message, one that

risks a loss of public conidence in the Court of Inquiry,

ordered by the Army itself. Since the Major was being

probed for a possible transgression in an area plagued

by insurgency, wouldn’t the commendation be re-

garded as a tacit approval of his action? The second is-

sue relates to the circumstances in which Major Gogoi

resorted to the use of a human shield, something that

he admitted to doing a day after news of the commenda-

tion broke. Many of the speciics relating to this are irrel-

evant insofar as they do not constitute a justiication for

tying someone to the bonnet of a jeep and driving him

through the street as a deterrent to stone-pelting. For

instance, the discussion on whether Farooq Ahmad Dar

was instigating a group to throw stones (as Major Gogoi

states) or whether he was merely a bystander who was

out to exercise his franchise (as Mr. Dar says) cannot

cloud the larger issue — the impropriety of the Indian

Army using someone as a human shield.

The Indian Army prides itself on a long and honour-

able tradition in guarding the Republic; indeed, it oper-

ates in places such as Kashmir in extremely trying cir-

cumstances that risk life and limb. But surely it must

accept that the rules of conduct for men in uniform

must be adhered to, despite the diiculties in doing so

in the conduct of what is clearly an asymmetric engage-

ment. If the use of human shields has been declared a

war crime by the Geneva Conventions and opposed for

the same reason in both “international and non-inter-

national conlicts” by organisations such as the Interna-

tional Committee of the Red Cross, it is because such

acts put people at risk and constitute a gross human

rights violation. It is no accident that the use of such

shields has been perfected by terrorist organisations,

ranging from the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam to

the Islamic State. It could be argued that in the fog of op-

erations, some improvisation in standard operating

procedures is inevitable. But the use of a human shield,

in this instance of a civilian, can hardly be justiied on

this ground, because it militates against the basic prin-

ciples that govern the rules of conduct in war and war-

like situations. It would have been proper if this incid-

ent was met with stern disapproval rather than being

exploited, as it has been in some hyper-nationalistic

quarters, to reinforce an us-versus-them binary and pit

the security forces against the Kashmiri street.

The commendation 
The Army commending a soldier still under

probe for use of a human shield is unfortunate

“E
urope and the world,” de-
clared a victorious Em-
manuel Macron address-

ing cheering crowds gathered
outside the glass pyramid in front
of the Louvre, “expect us to defend
the spirit of the Enlightenment that
is threatened in so many places.”
Truly the result of the presidential
election has reinscribed France’s
reputation as the birthplace of a
modern democratic sensibility,
and as the site of a major demo-
cratic revolution in 1789. This is
borne out by the fact that French
voters decisively rejected Marine
Le Pen’s socially conservative cam-
paign that attacked Islam, immig-
rants, and the European Union. In
a Europe that has rapidly turned to
racism, xenophobia and intoler-
ance, yet another rejection of an
extreme right-wing party is cause
for celebration. 

More signiicantly, French cit-
izens by voting for an outsider who
established his own party only re-
cently sent out another message,
the rejection of political parties.
The election results have practic-
ally rendered the party system ir-
relevant. The left is in ruins. The
working class living in the by-now
defunct industrial areas of the
north-east of France voted for Ms.
Le Pen’s agenda constructed
around the two ‘terrors’ of global-
isation and immigration. The So-
cialist Party of Francois Hollande
witnessed a mass exit. And the tra-
ditional Left/Right divide, which
stood for discrete constituencies
and speciic agendas, seems to
have dissolved. 

An old spectre
This is, of course, not the irst time
that political parties are in trouble.
In the 1960s and 1970s, political
scientists observed that parties in

the U.S. and in Europe had begun
to resemble each other. Electoral
competition simply did not ofer
meaningful choices to the voter. In
India in the late 1960s, and particu-
larly after the 1975-1977 Emer-
gency, voters lost hope in the abil-
ity of the Congress to deliver. By
the 1990s, across the world schol-
ars spoke of a ‘crisis of representa-
tion’, and preferred to rest their
hope in a democratic, loosely or-
ganised, non-institutional, civil so-
ciety. Civil society organisations, it
was assumed, would raise issues
that political parties had failed to
focus on. 

In the same decade, the onset of
globalisation heralded a new world
order. Scholars told us that the dis-
solution of economic borders
through the free movement of cap-
ital and goods would lead to the
dissolution of territorial borders,
and replace the nation state with a
global community, and global
modes of governance. But the
march of history took another dir-
ection. Economic globalisation
bred worrying consequences: un-
employment, poverty and deep in-
equality. Since national economies
had been integrated into the world
economy, political parties had
neither the capacity nor the power
to deal with the consequences of
unfettered globalisation. They fell
into further disfavour.

In Europe, unemployment led
to a serious backlash, racism, hate
speech and violence against im-
migrants. Some parties tried to

tackle this, others rode on the wave
of xenophobia. On balance, polit-
ical parties were perceived as in-
capable of resolving issues of ill-be-
ing, unemployment and racial
tensions, all of which created anxi-
ety and fear. Resultantly, voters op-
ted to vote for individuals, many of
whom were outsiders to politics,
rather than established parties.
Electorates gravitated to populist
leaders who poured scorn on es-
tablished modes of politics as in-
competent and corrupt, and who
presented themselves as authentic
representatives of the people, em-
bodying as they did popular sover-
eignty. 

In the U.S. President Donald
Trump’s ability to remain central
in the public eye dominated the Re-
publican party. He charted out his
own priorities and ideologies. In
2015, citizens of Delhi voted enthu-
siastically for an outsider, Arvind
Kejriwal. In 2014, Indian citizens
voted not so much for the Bhar-
atiya Janata Party as for the over-
whelming personality of Narendra
Modi, who also drew up his own
agenda. And the same story can be
told of populist leaders such as Re-
cep Tayyip Erdogan in Turkey,
Rodrigo Duterte in the Philippines,
Abdel Fattah el-Sisi in Egypt, and
Vladimir Putin in Russia. The vic-
tory of a newcomer to French polit-
ics such as Mr. Macron completes
the circle.

It is unlikely that President Mac-
ron will follow the route of popu-
lism. He emphasises the need to

cultivate an open attitude to the
world, to strengthen the European
Union, to promote a positive atti-
tude to immigration, to encourage
free trade and to secure the rights
of the LGBTQ community. But im-
migration is still a serious issue in
France, unemployment runs at
10%, and Ms. Le Pen’s party has
polled higher votes than in previ-
ous elections. 

We hope France does not take
this road, because the marked pref-
erence for individuals over parties
has not proved too felicitous for
democracy. In weak democracies,
populist leaders have practically
demolished legislatures, the rule of
law, civil liberties, civil society, and
the judiciary. We see with disquiet
excessive concentration of power
in one pair of hands, a develop-
ment that is just not conducive to
the consolidation of democracy in
any country. At the same time, we
cannot describe these leaders as
undemocratic. Popular opinion ex-
pressed through elections and ref-
erendums have given them power,
and support for the exercise of
power. 

A paradox
It is precisely at this point that we
come across a major paradox of
democracy. After the collapse of
existing socialist societies in 1989,
western liberals embarked on a
new project, that of democratising
the rest of the world. At the top of
the laundry list of preconditions of
democracy were free and fair elec-
tions. Elections are regularly held
in most parts of the world, and as
regularly the electorate votes for
individuals who have delegitim-
ised, if not demolished, demo-
cratic institutions, deied the prin-
ciple of the separation of power,
and appropriated unbridled
power. 

The preference for individuals
over political parties can be under-
stood given the inability of parties
to represent the needs of their con-
stituencies, and to do something
about pressing issues. But we also
need to understand that the sub-

version of the basic principle of
democracy, separation of powers
and checks and balances over the
exercise of power diminishes
democracy. Concentration of
power in one person brings back
disquieting memories of Europe in
the inter-war period, when pop-
ularly elected leaders took their
countries down the road of fas-
cism. 

Time to course correct
The current crop of populist lead-
ers who deploy the language of
political aggression, mock their
opponents, and show impatience
with the time-consuming proced-
ures of institutionalised demo-
cracy, cannot be typed as anti-
democratic. But they have, as con-
temporary history shows us,
revealed scant respect for the
rights of minorities, for civil liber-
ties, and for civil society. Demo-
cracy has been reduced in country
after country to a system of trans-
fer of power. The political party
system is once again in crisis, and
this time the alternative to the
‘crisis of representation’ is not a
democratic civil society, but popu-
list leaders. It is time that political
parties suspend their preoccupa-
tion with winning elections and
work towards building up a power-
ful support base for democracy.
Reliance on a single leader trun-
cates imaginations, cultivates de-
pendence, and devalues solidarity.
It is only when parties begin to in-
stil, particularly in young people,
the importance of participation,
respect for civil liberties and rights
of minorities, democratisation of
social relationships, and the devel-
opment of shared meaning
through debate and dialogue, that
the democratic spirit can be re-
ignited and political parties rehab-
ilitated in the public eye. At stake
here is not only the continuation of
the party system, but democracy
itself.

Neera Chandhoke is a former Professor of
Political Science, Delhi University

Lessons from the new French Revolution
The marked preference for individuals over parties has not proved too felicitous for democracy

neera chandhoke
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T
he buck stops with the Re-
serve Bank of India (RBI)!
This is the crux of the Bank-

ing Regulation (Amendment) Or-
dinance of May 4, 2017, which em-
powers the RBI to take decisions on
the settlement of non-performing
assets (NPAs) and a consequent
cleaning up of bank balance
sheets. 

With this direct intervention in
the decision-making domain of
banks, the RBI is now rewriting the
script for the Indian banking sys-
tem. Surprisingly, despite the
severity of the NPAs crises, the
business of banking is very much in
demand. The RBI recently granted
bank licences to 23 applicants
which included Aditya Birla Nuvo,
Reliance Industries, Tech
Mahindra and Vodafone M-pesa
and Airtel. These corporates need
to invest ₹100 crore each to gain
entry into the banking sector. Iron-
ically, the RBI has assigned public
sector banks the role of lambs
awaiting sacriice at the altar of de-
velopment and inancial sector re-
form. 

Banks in India are in possession
of ₹6,11,607 crore worth of NPAs as

of March 31, 2016. According to a
recent Credit Suisse estimate,
there could be a default on 16-17%
of total bank loans by March 31,
2018. The current food and non-
food credit stands at approxim-
ately ₹75,00,000 crore. This would
translate to about ₹12 lakh crore of
NPAs. This is equivalent to approx-
imately 75% of the demonetised
(₹500 and ₹1,000 notes) currency
in the entire Indian economy dur-
ing November-December 2016.
The ordinance correctly acknow-
ledges the unacceptably high level
of stressed assets in the banking
system. Indeed, banks are sitting
on a huge pile of scrap.

Corporate borrowers
Most of these bad loans are the res-
ult of largesse by public sector
banks to large corporate groups,
given without any consideration to
the principles of sound lending.
Hence, the resultant inability of
the banks to recover either interest
or the principal sum lent. 

In India, corporates rely on
banks as the main source for funds.
The February 2017 International
Monetary Fund (IMF) report states
that 65.7% of Indian corporate debt
as of March 31, 2016 is funded by
banks. The December 2016 Finan-
cial Stability Report states that
large borrowers account for 56% of
bank debt and 88% of their NPAs. A
recent Credit Suisse report high-
lights the inability of top Indian
corporates to make timely interest

payments by stating that about
40% of debt lies with companies
with an interest coverage ratio of
less than 1. The 2017 IMF report
also states that about half of the
over all debt is owed by irms who
are already highly indebted (debt-
equity ratio more than 150%).
These borrowers are simply not
earning enough to meet their in-
terest commitments.

The Reserve Bank cannot feign
ignorance of or express surprise at
the crises facing the banks. As
stated in the August 2016 Financial
Sector Assessment Program
(FSAP) report: “The Reserve Bank
is aware that group borrower limit
in India is higher than interna-
tional norms. However, it also
needs to be recognized that some
of the major corporate groups are
key drivers of growth of the Indian
economy. As the corporate bond
market is not yet matured in India,
bank inancing is crucial for such

corporate groups”.Thus, granting
loans to corporates that lacked
capital as well as expertise (in sec-
tors that were once the sole pre-
serve of the government) was obvi-
ously a decision made at the behest
of the RBI and the government
with little regard to the best in-
terest of the bank. Being a corpor-
ate entity itself, the bank should
have aimed at maximising the
wealth of its equity shareholders
and customer-depositors whose
money the bank lends.

Corporate borrowers are a priv-
ileged lot whose loans are not
backed by suicient value of secur-
ity. A glance at the share prices of
borrower companies is a useful ex-
ercise. 

How much less?
A resolution implies settling for
less but the dilemma for the banker
is ‘how much less’. “Haircut” is the
seemingly benign term for a waiver
of a part of the loan without invit-
ing criticism of poor inancial dis-
cipline! Herein lies the reason for
the diiculty of closure on resolu-
tion. The ordinance puts its seal of
approval on corporate subsidy at
the cost of survival of public sector
banks.

If the writing of of ₹36,359 crore
worth of agricultural loans in Uttar
Pradesh was bad economics, then
the resolution of corporate NPAs is
much worse. The former can still
ind justiication as a welfare meas-
ure that beneits 21 million small

farmers but there can be no justi-
ication for rewarding the top 30
corporate groups for their poor
business acumen.

The 2017 Economic Survey
rightly referred to NPAs as the fes-
tering twin balance sheet problem.
It is eerie that while banks are be-
ing coerced into resolution and im-
minent insolvency, bailouts from
State governments and public sec-
tor undertakings are being con-
sidered to ix corporate balance
sheets. It appears to be designed to
send public sector banks into
autoimmune, self-destruct mode. 

It was for the sake of develop-
ment that the RBI encouraged
banks to lend to corporates. Now,
for the same reason, resolution is
being thrust on banks. Ostensibly,
the RBI is ensuring inancial stabil-
ity in the banking sector. But who
are these beneiciaries of inancial
stability? Is it the majority equity
shareholder, the government (us-
ing taxpayer money) whose worth
is going to be wiped out? Is it the
customer whose money is lent by
the bank? Is it the elite corporate
borrower who passes his losses to
the banking system? Or is it the
new bank waiting for the collapse,
ready to acquire a readymade set
of customers and good assets? Will
the ghost of Lady Macbeth come to
haunt the RBI and the
government?

Meera Nangia is Associate Professor,
University of Delhi

A lawed rescue act
The banking regulation ordinance puts its seal of approval on corporate subsidy at the cost of public banks

meera nangia
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Terror’s long shadow
The fact that the
Manchester blast follows a
series of attacks on the
European continent — in
Westminster, Paris, Berlin
and Nice — is a disquieting
reminder of the potency of
lone suicide-bombing (“22
die in Manchester attack, IS
claims responsibility”, May
24). It also points to the fact
that despite super-
sophisticated security
measures that are being
adopted by these developed
nations, their security is far
from being foolproof.
Evidently the countries
being targeted are up
against the odds as Islamic
radicals, who, ironically,
otherwise claim to shun
modernity, are increasingly
using social media to lure
gullible youngsters into
carrying out these attacks.
Unless this trend is
efectively curbed, the
world will continue to

remain insecure. A terrible
fallout of these attacks is
that it is wont to perpetuate
more of the ongoing hate
crimes in the western world
and damage the social
fabric. Nonetheless, what
has been especially
touching is the city’s ive
gurdwaras magnanimously
lending a helping hand to
the injured and the needy
(‘World’ page –
“Gurudwaras step in with
help”, May 24).
Nalini Vijayaraghavan,

Thiruvananthapuram

■ The terror strike shows
that the Islamic State is
clearly losing the plot and is
resorting to frantic ways to
continue to cause carnage
and terror. With its numbers
dwindling and no takers for
its extreme type of
propaganda, it is apparent
that time is fast running out
for the IS. The international
community would do well

to be on eternal vigil and
step up the war on terror.
N.J. Ravi Chander,

Bengaluru

Hitting back
The second round of strikes
by the Indian Army on
militant camps across the
Line of Control should send
out a clear signal to Pakistan
that India really means
business and that it should
expect to be paid back in
the same coin at least in
future (“India hits back,
destroys Pakistani posts on
LoC”, May 24). By airing
footage of the attacks, India
has also nailed Pakistan’s
lies about the non-existence
of such camps and proved
to the world at large that
India is capable of hitting
back.
C.V. Aravind,

Bengaluru

Human shield
Those who criticise the

incident of tying a civilian to
an Army jeep should
remember that the person
was a stone pelter (“It saved
lives, says Major Gogoi”,
May 24). Also those who
term the incident as
“inhuman” should explain
how pelting stones and
burning Army vehicles and
police stations isn’t. Aren’t
Army personnel human
beings? In this incident, no
one was tortured nor
injured. There was no
bloodshed.
Kshirasagara Balaji Rao,

Hyderabad

Mired in loss 
What is surprising is that
even with a fall in oil prices,
a major component in
operating costs, Air India is
still posting a net loss
(Editorial, “Maharajah of
debt”, May 24). It has also to
do with operational
ineiciencies and a bloated
workforce. What is even

more baling is that when
other airlines are bidding
for international slots, Air
India is still unable to turn
things round. It needs to be
run by industry
professionals and run as a
network of proit-making
units rather than as a
government department.
H.N. Ramakrishna,

Novi, Michigan, U.S.

The elegant Bond
The news of the passing of
James Bond star Sir Roger
Moore is saddening

(“Former James Bond actor
Roger Moore no more”, May
24). His ilm, “Octopussy”,
shot in India, is the most
memorable for his fans in
India. One cannot also
forget his “Live and Let
Die”, “The Man with the
Golden Gun”, “Moonraker”
and “For your Eyes only”.
His work as a UNICEF
Goodwill Ambassador will
also be remembered.
Mahesh Kapasi,

New Delhi
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A sentence in “FTA will be high on Modi-Merkel agenda” (May
24, 2017) read: “Mr. Modi will travel to Germany for the fourth
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DATA POINT

Arab States yesterday [May 23] threatened to nationalise their
oil wealth in an apparent bid to stave off intervention by the
West in the West Asian crisis. The threat — which came as
United Nations Secretary General U Thant, is in Cairo in a
peace bid — is also aimed at Israel which receives its oil sup-
plies through the Gulf of Aqaba, blocked by Egypt to Israeli
ships or vessels carrying vital supplies to that country. Kuwait
— the richest oil producer in the region — made the first move,
and threatened, indirectly, to take over British and American
interests. 

FIFTY YEARS AGO MAY 25, 1967

Arabs threaten to take away West’s oil interests
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FROM ARCHIVES

The following Press Communique has been issued by the
Hyderabad Residency: — It will be remembered that in 1916 Mr.
S. Frankel (of Trimulgherry), Photographer, brought a Crim-
inal prosecution against Mr. Dhunjibhai, photographer, for li-
bel. The alleged libel consisted in Mr. Dhunjibhai calling Mr.
Frankel a German, the latter asserting that he was a British
subject. Mr. Frankel was successful in the original court and
Mr. Dhunjibhai was convicted and sentenced to pay a fine of
Rs. 50 but on an application for revision made to the Resid-
ent’s Court the finding of the lower court was reversed, it be-
ing held on the evidence tendered that as Mr. Frankel had not
submitted the requisite proofs of his British nationality and as
his father was admittedly a German subject Mr. Frankel must
be considered to take the nationality of his father. To call him a
German was, therefore, no libel. Considerable publicity was
given in the press to the proceedings in the courts and it is
only fair to give equal publicity to the fact that Mr. Frankel has
now obtained from England the requisite proofs to establish
that he is legally deemed a natural born British subject.

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO MAY 25, 1917

Alleged libel

The challenge of accessibility in the
arena of education is formidable. Ex-
pansion of inclusive publishing is a
way of overcoming it. The current
predominant practice of conversion
from print and other digital formats
is cumbersome. This strong ad-
vocacy on behalf of the adoption of

the EPUB3 guidelines marked the proceedings of the third an-
nual meeting of the Accessible Books Consortium (ABC) in
Geneva, on May 16-17. 

“Born accessible” books was the crux of the argument by the
president of the DAISY Forum of India (DFI), Dipendra
Manocha, at the World Intellectual Property Organisation
(WIPO). His audience comprised representatives from authors’
associations, the publishing industry, entities empowered to
give efect to copyright exemptions, end-user groups and the
Marrakesh Treaty monitoring team at the WIPO. Mr.
Manocha’s decades-long hands-on experience with the nitty-
gritty of conversion of printed text to Braille, audiobooks, large
print and various digitally-accessible formats places him in a
unique position among stakeholders. India has under its belt a
robust 2013 global law on copyright limitations and exemp-
tions, besides an equally pioneering amendment to domestic
legislation, enacted a year earlier. But going by the speaker’s ac-
count, the government and the publishing industry were un-
der obligation to do a great deal more to simplify the process of
conversion of print into appropriate alternative formats.

Need for support
Following amendments to India’s copyright law, texts may now
be freely transcribed without prior clearances, solely to cater
to the interests of targeted groups. Children with vision impair-
ments, of varying degrees of severity, in economically back-
ward regions are beneiciaries, enjoying, at least in theory, un-
precedented access to curriculum material. But reaping the
range of beneits under the law depends on training and tech-
nical support for the conversion of print, and deploying high
quality text-to-speech engines.

Correspondingly, the competencies of students to consult
relevant literature are contingent upon building the requisite
capacity among them to learn the use of dedicated hardware
such as daisy players and smartphones. As it turns out, these
onerous tasks are the responsibility of an umbrella organisa-
tion such as the DFI, constrained by inancial capacity, techno-
logical know-how and constantly rising demand. An ABC-
backed project enables the production of EPUB3-compatible
books in Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and
Punjab. A most notable 2016 initiative is Sugamya Pustakalaya.

But, says Mr. Manocha, these advances could transform the
accessibility landscape more rapidly provided the original
publications were made available in accessible formats. The
Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, besides the Na-
tional Council of Educational Research and Training, has is-
sued an advisory, urging State governments to mandate text-
book boards to produce accessible EPUB3 formats using
unicode-based fonts. A formal order from the Union Ministry
of Human Resource Development could hasten the process. 

For inclusive publishing
Much more needs to be done to
simplify the process of converting print
into appropriate alternative formats
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The manner in which the Genetic En-
gineering Appraisal Committee
(GEAC) recently cleared the proposal
for genetically modified (GM) mus-
tard is extraordinary to say the least.
It makes a mockery of the commit-
ment in the Bharatiya Janata Party
manifesto that “GM foods will not be
allowed without full scientific evalu-
ation on the long term effects on soil,
production and biological impact on
consumers”. The Prime Minister had
delighted consumers by lending his
weight to the promotion of organic
food. On the other hand, GM and or-
ganic are completely incompatible.

The alluring promises of higher
yield and lower pesticide usage
which induced many, including my-
self as Textile Secretary to the Gov-
ernment of India in the 1990s, to wel-
come Bt cotton have now been
belied. Despite increased fertilisers
and irrigation, the expectations of
enhanced cotton yield have not been
realised. Most of the countries that
have higher cotton yields than India
do not grow GM cotton. The package
of promises sold to us did not reveal
all of this. If I had an inkling of the fu-
ture at that time, Bt cotton would not
have been introduced in India.

Yields as a touchstone
We would now be foolish in accept-
ing the yield promises of the GM vari-
ety of mustard, a crop which is an in-
tegral part of every Indian’s food. Ab
initio the yield claims on which GM
mustard has been cleared are not
even remotely reliable — being based
on comparisons with 30-year-old cul-
tivars, and not on more recent high-
yielding hybrids. The highest yields
in mustard are from the five coun-
tries which do not grow GM mustard
— U.K., France, Poland, Germany and
Czech Republic — and not from the
GM-growing U.S. or Canada (see
graph based on FAO data). If India is
desirous to increase its mustard yield
rapidly and safely, this can be done
by adopting the practice of System of
Mustard Intensification, for which
successful trials have been done in
Bihar through a World Bank project.
Results showed higher yields and
better income. All this without the
spraying of any toxic herbicides,
which is the undisclosed story of GM

mustard.
GM mustard’s yield increase

claims have been successfully chal-
lenged now, prompting the crop de-
velopers and regulators to retract on
that front — it is another matter that
many reports continue to claim that
GM mustard will increase yields.

Gaps in evaluation
There have been numerous severe
deficiencies in the evaluation process
of GM mustard. The risks to health,
environment and agriculture have
not been evaluated even through
those inadequate tests which were
conducted at the time of Bt brinjal
examination, though mustard is far
more extensively grown and con-
sumed than brinjal.

HT (herbicide tolerant) GM crops
have been condemned by a number
of medical professionals and other
scientists for increasing chemical
herbicide use, leading to serious
health conditions — at all stages, but
most worryingly at the foetal stage. A
scientific report from Argentina
found a fourfold increase in birth de-
fects and a threefold increase in
childhood cancers in HT soya areas.
Shockingly, the GEAC has conveni-
ently omitted to have any herbicide-
related studies. A small committee
was constituted to “examine” the
safety dossier — the tests that were
done and the deliberations of GEAC
were shrouded in secrecy. After a
scathing order from the Central In-
formation Commission, the GEAC
made a sham of public consultations,
through an opaque and perfunctory
eyewash process.

The U.S. is a prime example of a
country which has galloped into the
GM mode of agriculture. Studies
have shown a strong correlation
between growth of GM crops, the
herbicides they promote, and dis-
eases such as acute kidney injury,
diabetes, autism, Alzheimer’s and
cancers in the past 20 years in the
U.S. Seventeen of the 20 most de-
veloped countries — including Japan,
Russia, Israel and most of Europe —
refuse to grow GM crops. An unac-
ceptable marketing trick, that of pro-
motion of a “swadeshi” GM, is being
used to break down resistance to GM
crops in India’s vast market, ignoring
that safety concerns are the same —
swadeshi GM or not.

Losses and pernicious effects
The GEAC had itself rejected a sim-
ilar HT GM mustard proposal by
Bayer in 2002. The same reasons ap-
ply now. A herbicide-tolerant crop
promotes constant exposure to a

single herbicide — which eventually
results in weeds becoming resistant.
Over 20 species of weeds in the U.S.
are now resistant to Monsanto’s
glyphosate-based herbicide. As des-
perate farmers tried to control these
“superweeds”, there was a tenfold
increase in use of glyphosate in 16
years. 

Glyphosate has been declared to
be a “probable human carcinogen”
by the World Health Organisation.
The glufosinate-based herbicide to
which the proposed GM mustard is
tolerant will also have adverse im-
pacts on health. 

If GM mustard is now introduced,
who will lose? Every Indian who con-
sumes mustard in any form, as s/he
will also consume the herbicide
residues on it; the millions of poor
women who depend on weeding to
support their family who will be dis-
placed; the bee keepers whose
honey will be contaminated; farmers
whose yields will fall eventually as
bees die out; and the Indian nation,
which will find that it has lost its seed
diversity and the international com-
petitive advantage of its non-GM
mustard and honey.

A recent report, not by activists
but by the United Nation’s Special
Rapporteur on the Right to Food,
sums up the end game when it says:
“Recent mergers have resulted in just

three powerful corporations:
Monsanto and Bayer, Dow and
Dupont, and Syngenta and ChemCh-
ina. They control more than 65 per
cent of global pesticide sales. Serious
conflicts of interest issues arise, as
they also control almost 61 per cent
of commercial seed sales. The pesti-
cide industry’s efforts to influence
policymakers and regulators have
obstructed reforms and paralysed
global pesticide restrictions globally.”
Their business model ensures that
no matter who produces a GM seed,
they profit.

The main advantage trotted out in
favour of GM mustard is increased
yield — there is sufficient evidence
that this claim is a myth. As against
this alleged advantage, there are for-
midable social, economic and envir-
onmental reasons which cry out
against GM mustard — examination
of these has been hardly done by the
GEAC. As the PR agencies work over-
time to push for GM mustard, one
can only hope that the Environment
Minister, the Prime Minister and the
Supreme Court will act in concert to
protect Indian consumers, and farm-
ers from the potentially irreversible
destruction of an important Indian
crop.

T.S.R. Subramanian is a former Union
Cabinet Secretary

There are formidable social, economic and environmental reasons why it should not be cultivated 

Say no to GM mustard

t.s.r. subramanian

An iPhone used by Abu Dujana, said to be
among the Lashkar-e-Taiba’s commanders in
Kashmir, which fell into the hands of security
forces, could be a valuable source of informa-
tion for the National Investigation Agency
(NIA). The odds that the agency is able to
break into the device are, however, slim. For
now, the government has sent the iPhone to
the U.S., seeking assistance from its federal
agencies. The government’s strategy of ship-
ping it abroad to decipher its contents is un-
sustainable. But for some political agree-
ments signed after the 26/11 attacks, there is
no legal obligation on the U.S. to provide any
assistance in this matter to India, even
though the company that manufactured the
device is American. 

Moreover, U.S. security agencies have
themselves struggled to extract information
from devices like the iPhone, in the face of
resolute opposition from companies to de-
crypt their own products. If Apple could suc-
cessfully resist a U.S. court order to help the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) unlock
an iPhone used by a terrorist involved in the
2015 San Bernardino attacks, what hope can
the NIA have?

Walled by encryption
In the eight years since its creation, the NIA
has grown into a competent organisation,
with interception abilities comparable to top
law enforcement bodies in the world. But
NIA officials themselves rue that the online
chatter they intercept is increasingly encryp-
ted. Thus far, Indian intelligence agencies
have relied on ‘zero days’ — vulnerabilities
that exist in the original design of a software
— to break into encrypted devices, but Inter-
net companies now promptly patch their
flaws, diminishing the utility of such tools.

Take the case of Abu Dujana’s iPhone 7.
While dealing with secure devices, law en-
forcement agencies usually have two options
to unlock them. The first is to “brute force”
the user’s password or PIN into the phone re-
peatedly, until it finally cracks open. But
iPhones limit the number of false entries,
killing the phone altogether after several
failed attempts. In the San Bernardino case,
the FBI was probably able to trick the iPhone
— an older version, the iPhone 5c — into be-
lieving the limit was never reached. With
newer models from Apple, this has become
altogether impossible, because an isolated
processor within the phone keeps a running
count of all consecutive false attempts. The
second option is to modify the ‘Touch’

sensor in phones that use fingerprints-recog-
nition technology, so that a third party is graf-
ted in as the legitimate user. Last year, how-
ever, Apple issued a software update that
disables all iPhones where the Touch button
had been “unofficially” modified. The com-
pany later allowed users to restore dead
devices, but only after confirming their iden-
tity on other Apple platforms like iTunes.

The reality is that a lot of online content is
today out of the reach of law enforcement of-
ficials. Platforms like WhatsApp and Tele-
gram are ‘end-to-end’ encrypted, making it
difficult for police at the State and local level
— who don’t have access to zero days — to re-
gister cases based on information contained
in them. The distinct trend towards greater
adoption of encryption poses a dilemma for
Indian policymakers. Strong encryption pro-
tocols increase consumer confidence in the
digital economy, but the Indian government
fears a scenario where criminals or terrorists
can easily “go dark” behind secure channels.

In this case, Apple could build firmware
that allows agencies to clock any number of
attempts to unlock an iPhone. Technical de-
tails aside, the lesson here is that Apple may
tightly secure its devices, but it also guards
the “keys to the kingdom”. Similarly, Tele-
gram does not disclose to government offi-
cials if it has an office in that country, to
“shelter” them from data requests. Emerging
markets have struggled to deal with data gi-
ants — Brazil’s judiciary, for example, suspen-
ded WhatsApp on three occasions in 2016 for
non-compliance with government requests —
that operate on quasi-sovereign principles.

The need to deal directly
Finally, legal solutions to electronic data ac-
cess for law enforcement agencies are out-
dated. Governments are no longer the cus-
todians of data, but every Indian request for
electronic content is required to be vetted by
the U.S. Department of Justice. In Abu Du-
jana’s case, if he has backed up his data on
Apple’s iCloud service, an Indian request to
share its content will take months to be pro-
cessed, by which time the cloud data would
have already been erased through another
device. The current process of information-
sharing through the India-U.S. Mutual Legal
Assistance Treaty suffers from almost irrepar-
able hurdles, ranging from bureaucratic
delays on both sides to inconsistencies in do-
mestic legal standards. Perhaps the solution
lies in a bilateral data-sharing agreement to
help the Indian government engage with In-
ternet companies directly, rather than rout-
ing requests through the U.S. government.
Both sides have begun negotiations on this is-
sue, which Prime Minister Narendra Modi
should also flag with U.S. President Donald
Trump when he visits Washington D.C. next
month.

Arun Mohan Sukumar heads the Cyber Initiative at the
Observer Research Foundation, New Delhi

Access denied
The government needs to engage with Internet companies
directly for encrypted data

arun mohan sukumar

Say’s law
Economics

An economic principle
that states that, in a mar-
ket economy, the demand
for any good comes ulti-
mately from the supply of
other goods. So a con-
sumer who wishes to pur-
chase a particular good
must first produce a good
that others demand before
he can use the income to
pay for the good he de-
sires. It was proposed by
Jean-Baptiste Say, a French
political economist, to
counter theories that
linked economic down-
turns to underconsump-
tion. Say’s law emphasises
that the reason behind
economic downturns is
not the lack of sufficient
aggregate demand, but in-
stead the inability of pro-
ducers to produce goods
that consumers actually
want.
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Video: What will be
cheaper and more
expensive after GST
http://bit.ly/GSTimpact
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What sparked the recent
caste clashes in
Saharanpur? The western
Uttar Pradesh district of
Saharanpur has had a his-
tory of skirmishes between
castes and communities
over issues such as mar-
riage and religious
processions.

On B.R. Ambedkar’s
birth anniversary, April 14,
the Dalits of Shabbirpur
village wanted to install the
Dalit icon’s bust on the
premises of the Ravidas
temple run by the com-
munity. The Thakurs of the
area, however, opposed it,
and the local administra-
tion did not allow it. Sub-
sequently, the Thakur
community got permission
to organise a function cel-
ebrating Maharana Pra-
tap’s birth anniversary on
May 5 in the neighbouring
village of Shimlana. As
they took out a procession
with music and sloganeer-
ing and reached the Ravi-
das temple, the village
headman of Shabbirpur, a
Dalit, asked them to lower
the volume. Simultan-

eously Dalits also informed
the police, upon which
they came and wound up
the procession. This was
allegedly marred by some
stone-pelting between
Dalit and Thakur boys, the
news of which reached
Shimlana, where over
3,000 Thakur community
members were awaiting
the procession’s arrival.
They descended upon
Shabbirpur and attacked
Dalit settlements. One
Thakur youth also died in
the melee. There has never
been violence with Dalits
in Saharanpur to this ex-
tent in the recent past
which is the main reason
for their anger and griev-
ance of being discrimin-
ated against.

Why did the May 5 incident
trigger more violence? Dal-
its allege that the police
failed to control the rioting
mob, and have been one-
sided in their actions in the
aftermath of the clash.
There was also an impres-
sion that they were being
soft on Thakurs because
Yogi Adityanath, the

State’s new Chief Minister,
also belongs to the com-
munity. A group called the
Bhim Army, that works for
Dalit empowerment
through education, and
other Dalit groups called
for a mahapanchayat on
May 9. When denied per-
mission by the administra-
tion, they attacked the po-
lice and burnt public
property in several parts of
Saharanpur. The group’s
founder, Chandrashekhar
Azad Ravan, has been
named in over 24 FIRs as
instigating violence.

What does the Bhim
Army’s emergence mean
for Dalit politics?

Azad went underground
to evade arrest and instead
called for a protest against
Dalit atrocities at Delhi’s
Jantar Mantar on May 21.
The impressive turnout at
the protest has catapulted
the Bhim Army to the na-
tional stage. But its leaders
are yet to formulate their
next strategy and say
justice to Dalits in Shab-
birpur is their immediate
priority. 

Decoding the Saharanpur clashes
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FAQ

How events precipitated a law and order crisis
Mohammed Ali
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